BLOCKMARKS   AND   BALKAN   MARKETS
products. She did not pay cash for them, or for more than a small
part of them. The purchase price remained in Berlin, in blocked
marks wj^ich could only be used to buy German manufactures.
Finance Ministers in all these countries grew nervous as the
frozen balances in Berlin swelled and swelled. They introduced
import licence systems. Their importers might import nothing
from abroad without a licence, and the licence, more and more,
was granted only for German manufactures, so that the Finance
Minister might have a respite from the thought of that alarmingly
large balance of blocked marks in Berlin. But Germany increased
and increased her purchases. The Finance Ministers had to
increase and increase the number of licences for imports from
Germany which they distributed, and correspondingly to reduce
and reduce the number of licences for imports from other countries.
The Danubian and Balkan countries did not much care for this
system. They would have preferred to receive cash, which they
could use as they wished — for instance, to finance new industries,
for all these countries pine to catch up with the West, get away
from field-tilling and make their own machines, their own bath-
tubs, their own bicycles, their own silk stockings.
But they had no choice. They were already the prisoners of a
most astute economic scheme. They were being forced to remain
peasant countries, to grow food for Germany and to take from
Germany, in exchange, the things that German workmen made.
They were already moving again on the road to alien domination,
to political dependence, to vassalage. Their lands were to serve
as granaries and larders and fuel-tanks for the mighty militarist
Reich, their sons as hewers of wood and drawers of water for her.
The Treaty of Bucharest, which would have given the Rumanians
that status in perpetuity, but that Germany was afterwards
defeated, loomed up again on the horizon.
Thus began that beautiful process which you can see in opera-
tion to-day anywhere you choose to go on the Danube — at Vienna,
at Budapest, at Belgrade, anywhere. Upstream labour the barge
convoys, laden to the waterline with grain for Germany, the
swastika flag fluttering at the mast. Downstream come more
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